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The occupation of a small place in this world. The creation of a niche. A meadow of categories. Drea-
ming of the freedom of color, stealing a moment. Disgust to be neglected. Caution, content. A new word 
for green. Unconscious acts of aggression. Extras welcome protesting in style. The history of things used, 
then forgotten. Small acts of random beauty to be exhibited in order to ensure more things to come (one 
more time). Neither selling a feeling nor a thought (an X for an O). Thriving in adversity. Something to 
leave behind, like laughter. Blue bubbles of wonder closed to the public. That almost everything is diffe-
rent. Particle physics for beginners (today I take a day off). Heavy-handed, to say the least. Beware, ta-
les ahead. What is blue and lies in the corner, why do bees hum, what do prisoners use to call each other, 
did you hear about the restaurant on the moon? Beginning is the first stepping stone to a full stop. The 
very first day of summer camp. Caring is creepy (selling boats to angels). The haploid wings of doubt. 
There will be space made memory, silence to lie in darkness. Have you met the teacher’s pet? Lighting 
the web of time like an ornament made of tiny splashes. A cocktail of two cities. No rest for resonance.
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Wishing for trees and fruit to become senseless water (seen last season). Drawing a line to never forget again. 
Make mountains tend to a weird blue mass. The farm remembers the last time you were on a stage. The unbe-
arable lightness of law. Don’t look any further for fear of open doors. In the corner in blue is my name (in the 
corner). The invention of infinity as the exploration of things invisibly soft (blue with maintenance). Commer-
cial for another world. An allusion or a quote glowing like a fragment (all real, nothing true). An exchange of 
lines and a jump in the dust bowl (unfathomable). Elastic paper balls. Where there’s a way there’s the hope of 
smoke. That lingering feeling behind dark corners (photorealistic dickheads). Raise your glasses (lower your 
eyes). The bar to the seven seas. Sometimes I like to pretend to know about everything (that she knows me). 
Building an arch for indifference. Look for tiny specks of insanity like glitter on the ground (hit and miss). 
Leave something behind (never mind now). Explorations of attentiveness. Enjoying the shade. Not even worth 
cleaning up for. Being whole as another story. Forming an idea of liberties, the diversities in nature, the law 
of liberty following unity (enduring scales playing with words). The luxury of kindness (the hand that signed 
the paper). Unique endeavors of austerity (blue lagoons). A stitch in time. Shooting the starry messenger. How 
come you don’t come here more often? Seeing a glass door wanting to paint it (choose your weapon). Funny 
chores and ambiguity. The voice on the road less travelled. Let there be moonlight in wrapping paper and spit 
in the desert. Superfluous belonging. If hope had a flavor every kind of insect would be drawn to it. Not even 
making stuff up anymore (odd numbers to begin with). Choking on possibility. The creation of a form (center-
folds). Imagining the ubiquity of pleasure and waste (a new place for insecurity). Dropping names as a pastime 
activity. The hidden agenda of the mulberry tree (rigged toxicity). Evolving consciousness devoured. Origins 
of a habit. Repetition is your best friend (hiding in plain sight). Tidying up a spark. Experiences changed by 
life (a build-up lasting too long). Tread lightly in the face of anger (the fairground). So long, said the running 
mouth, they knew all along (a strike, too). A plastic rock from space (twice shy). Where is the list? We’ll meet 
you at the pearly gates, right on time. Inside manifestations (don’t hold your breath). Look who’s talking to 
someone slowly resisting attendance. Levitating matter changing special people. Confide in the future. A taste 
for the freedom of consistency (left this way). The fluidity of loneliness composed upon the rare occasion of 
sharing a meal. Take my time and smile at whichever speed suits you. The supreme gift of scalable gestures. 
The sublimation of efficiency. Something you can just leave behind (take another little piece of). A mildew 
manifestation. The many times I jumped the river after burning the bridge (nowhere close to finished). Giving 
it up for the stairs at the end of the table. Would you prefer not to? No idea how this even got here. Disembar-
king for good. Not long down the line we ceased to depend on bread. Please leave a message after or sticky 
notes in random places. Interference with banality. How come everyone wants to be your friend soon as you 
pull out one of these in class (finally one with the freaks)? The tyranny of meaning. Carelessness won’t pro-
bably get very far (consumption is futile). Civil disobedience to be questioned in the light of day (deal with it 
bit by bit). Thinking out loud (tongue-tied). Destruction as part of the recipe. Questioning the need for ulterior 
motives. The familiar flavor of too much. Hey, market riot. There is always something else to do. Not about to 
expect something more than a sensation (yes, and). Pleased to see you keep coming back even though you’ve 
seen the floor. This is not a suitcase for shoes to stomp an array of signs on the ground. Reading between the 
lines only attracts butterflies. Dust slowly settling on negligible remains (if this is it). 


